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GEE’S BEND QUILTS 
June 22nd – August 26th, 2006 
 
 
Haines Gallery is pleased to feature the Quilts from Gee’s Bend for our 
summer exhibition. These dynamic, colorful quilts have been praised by 
contemporary curators around the nation as some of the finest examples of 
American Modern art. The selection of quilts presented at Haines will include a 
diverse range of style, palette and material from the most recent generation of 
quilters resulting from a resurgence of interest in quilting since the acclaim of 
the original quilters of the 1930s and 40s. These contemporary works show the exploration and innovation of 
original motifs drawn from the master quilters. Individual artists represented in the exhibition are Annie May 
Young, Mary Lee Bendolph, Rachel Carey George and Flora Moore. 
 
Gee´s Bend is located in southwest Alabama on a sliver of land five miles long and eight miles wide, surrounded 
by a bend in the Alabama River. This remote community of about 750 residents has lacked ferry service to the 
county seat of Camden since the early 1960s, making them nearly an hour’s drive from the closest source of 
supplies and services. This isolation has generated a community of women creating quilts from whatever 
materials were available, in patterns of their own imaginative design. "The compositions of these quilts contrast 
dramatically with the ordered regularity associated with many styles of Euro-American quiltmaking. There's a 
brilliant, improvisational range of approaches to composition that is more often associated with the 
inventiveness and power of the leading 20th-century abstract painters than it is with textile-making," says Alvia 
Wardlaw, curator of Modern and Contemporary Art at the Museum of Fine Arts in Houston. 
 
In addition to the quilts, on view will be a series of prints produced by Paulson Press in 2005 with two 
generations of Gee’s Bend quilters, Mary Lee Bendolph and her daughter-in-law Louisiana. Using quilts as the 
basis of these etchings, each artist created stunning representations on paper.  
 
This exhibition is timed to coincide with, The Quilts of Gee’s Bend, a highly successful touring exhibition, making 
its final and only West Coast stop at the de Young Museum in San Francisco.  
This exhibition was originally organized by the Museum of Fine Arts in Houston and has traveled the country 
since 2002 including prestigious contemporary venues such as the Whitney Museum of American Art and the 
Corcoran Gallery of Art.   
 
MIKE HENDERSON: Patterns  
June 22nd – August 26th, 2006  
Opening Reception: Friday, July 14th, 2006, 6:00 – 9:00 pm 
 
In conjunction with the Gee’s Bend exhibition, we will feature a preview of new oil 
paintings from Mike Henderson’s studio in the Project Space. Henderson’s paintings can 
easily be likened to the form and color structure of quilts. However, unlike the isolated 
experience of the Gee’s Bend quilters, Henderson was exposed to surface tension, color 
fields and geometric abstraction passed down at the San Francisco Art Institute by founding fathers Mark 
Rothko, Ad Reinhardt and Clyfford Still in the 1960s. Reflecting the challenges of the urban landscape that has 
surrounded him, Henderson has spent the last thirty years “pushing and pulling” his work into some of the 
strongest Abstract-Expressionist paintings ever spawned by the Bay Area. 



 

 
One of the most unique aspects of Henderson’s paintings is that their inspiration comes from his lifelong 
exploration of the blues.  A professional musician as well; his paintings are infused with rhythm that become 
musical compositions of texture and form, a physical manifestation of interwoven melodies.  The spontaneity 
and improvisational mark makings that shimmer and quake are unmistakably a part of his sense of “jam.”   They 
can almost be heard as much as they are seen. Again we see a strong similarity to the Gee’s Bend quilting style 
– utilizing an innate improvisational style. 
 
This pointed selection of paintings shows the breadth and virtuosity of Henderson’s skills. From a large 
horizontal white-based abstraction, with a surface so heavily worked that the paint feels as though it may pull 
completely away, to a small vertical pair of earthy color field paintings, the artist pushes and pulls the 
boundaries of abstraction. 
 
Mike Henderson received the distinguished Guggenheim fellowship in 1973 and is a two-time recipient of the 
National Endowment for the Arts Award. Most recently he was a recipient of the 2003/2004 Flintridge 
Foundation Awards for Visual Artists. His work has been exhibited in important institutions including: the de 
Young Museum in San Francisco, the Crocker Art Museum, the Museum of Modern Art and the Whitney 
Museum of American Art in New York. 
 
 

OPENING RECEPTION WITH ARTISTS: 
Mary Lee Bendolph, Louisiana Bendolph & Mike Henderson 

July 14, 2006 
6:00 – 9:00 pm 

 
Images provided upon request. For more information please visit www.hainesgallery.com. 


